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Rationale.—The need for guidance Is a fundamental characteristic of
man's social nature; no individual is sufficient \into himself. No person,
0010000117, or nation can proceed unmindful of its dependence upon others
for a idiolesome and wortJiuhile existence. During the last few years, funda¬
mental changes in the social and educational structure of our country have
intensified the need for organized guidance services in the secondary school.
Population shifts, increased standards of living, and alterations in
the character of opportunities for youth have been witnessed in the last
few years. The schools, in an increasing effort to play a responsive role
to these changes, have appreciably modified their character. These changes
in school and society, whether for good or ill, are taking place and must
be recognized.
Democracy has widened the oppoirtunity for youth to make his own choices;
but social changes have confronted him with problems ^ich are beyond his
ability to solve unaided. Because of these and other similar conditions,
school administrators should be more conceited than ever with the vital
role played by the guidance program.
From the time of the establishment of the principalship in its earliest
form, the school principal has been expected to assume responsibility for the
guidance of pupils. If a student brought a problem to a teacher, it was the
duty of the principal to give assistance to that teacher in bringing the
student in line with the purposes of the school. In addition, many school
principals guided students in the complex task of choosing suitable life
1
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Toeations. Thus, from the inc^tion of the sdiool principalship, teachers,
parwats, and students hare looked to the principal for guidaiKse in solving
not only the problems of classroom management and learning, but also in
fonmilating effective life plans and aspirations.^
In recent years, a new type of position—the counselor, has been
created and a guidance program organised; and so, a counselor is ^ployed
by the school board. This guidance worker, having a special set of skills,
is suppose to direct some of those activities which have been associated with
the principal. Since this guidance worker's job has not always been clearly
defined, and it may be that it still is not, some principals may begin to
wonder about the motives of this woidcer. This may, in turn, cause chaos in
those schools.
Since the entire educational scene is reflective of the principal's
educational tmsights, his relationship witii and his attitudes toward the
entire education program are ia^iortant. He may be the type of person vHolo
keeps his school in a rut of tradition for ease of administration; or he may
be creative, quick to graap educational needs, and gifted in leadership. It
is the belief of the researcher that all of these factors have a profound
effect on the operation of the guidance program, as well as the entire
educational program.
It is iiqportant to recognise the relationship of principals with their
guidance programs because its continuance and success will depend largely on
its favorable judgi^nt in terras of worth and convenience by the principals.
Sbiul Jacobson, et. al.. The Effective School Principal (New Jersey:
Frentice-Hall Publishing Coi^ny, 19^h), H>. 21*9-2^0.
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It is readily understandable that many graduate schools require prospective
school principals to take courses in guidance.
A study of this nature is crucial to the introduction of guidance pro¬
grams into other schools, and to holdfast to present gains that have been
made. This is especially true ahen maty other services are coopting for
the tax dollar. "Ms must continue to Justify the need and usefulness, as
well as the acceptance of guidance services if «e are to effectively meet
the needs of an increasing number of students."^
Evolution of the Problem.—This piroblem grew out of the researcher's
interest in the roles and responsibilities of school jodncipals in the
guidance function, as wall as a need for this kind of study.
The researcher's experience has led to the belief that the relation¬
ships with and the attitudes of seme school principals toward the guidance
program have inqpeded the progress which the program would have othemlse
made.
Contribution to Educational Knowle^e.—It is the hope of the researcher
that the findings of this research will be provocative of suggestions for
isqproving the relationships of school principals with their guidance program,
thus improving the services rendered by the program.
Statement of the Problem.—The problm involved in this study was to
ascertain and analyse data concerning the relationships of a select groiQ) of
high school principals with their guidance program.
^Frances M. WJ.son, Ifrocedures in Eyalua^M A Guidance Program
(New York: Bureau of PubliMtions, feackeirs (ioliege, Coluiri}ia Imversity,
19U5), pp. 26-27.
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T.^«^tations of the Stu4y>»»This study was United to analysing and
interpreting the data collected from the subjects concerning their relation¬
ships witix their guidance program. It is further United to the extent that
fallacies are associated with the questicmnaixe technique of research*
Purpose of the Study*—The major purpose of this study was to reweal
significant and pertinent infomation relatiwe to the relationships of a
select grotqp of high school principals of a select group of high sdiools with
Uieir guidance program* More qoeeifieally, the reseazHjh was designed to
answer the following questions!
1* Do the subjects accept the poUcy-making function of the guidance
program, or do they delegate it to the counselor or to a guidance
comaittee?
2* If the poUey-making function is delegated, to liiat extent do the
subjects accept the decisions of the counselor or the conmittee?
3* To shat extent have the subjects formulated iiqportant esphases
for the guidance program?
U* To tdxat extent do the subjects att<npt to provide financial aid
for guidance purposes?
5* To idiat extent do the subjects provide adequate space for guidance
purposes?
6* To what extent have the subjects been trained in guidance and
counseling?
7* To iduit extent is adequate equipment and suppUes provided by the
subjects for guidance purposes?
8* To what extent do the subjects provide for adequate clerical help
for guidance pnrpos^?
9* To idiat extent do the subjects provide for a comprehensive system
of records for guidance purposes?
10* To tdiat extent do the subjects make provisions for effective utlU*
sation of these recoirds for guidance puzposes?
11* To idiat extent are administrative means provided to free pupils for
counseUng interviews?
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12* To Dhat extent do tbe snbjeets provi<te for a desirable oonnselor-
ptqpil ratio?
13* Do the snbjects assum responsibility for develxqping a nutual
understanding between eoimselors and other staff neadwra as to
their respective faneM.on8 in dealing with individual students?
lii. To idiat extent do the subjects provide for flexibility in students'
schedules to facilitate their release tram, classes due to counseling
decisions involving plans for part-time, try-out, and other
experiences?
15« To what extent have the subjects selected guidance personnel who
meet definite standards of training?
16* To what extent do the subjects continuously evalxiate their guidance
program and revise it to better serve the students?
17* To what extent do the subjects assume ree^nsibility for encourag¬
ing c^jportunity for in-service training in guidance for their
staff?
18» In what ways isihHserviee training in guidance services provided
for the staff imder the s\q>ervlsion of the subjects?
19* To vhsLt extent do the subjects contribute to the development of
the Individual Inventozy, the Information service, the foUow-iq)
service, and the placement service?
20« To idiat extent are the subjects satisfied with the progress iddch
the guidance program has made thus far?
21« Do the subjects designate the counselor to serve as principal
durli^ their absence?
22« Do the subjects desigiuite tiie counselor to serve as substitute
teacher during the absence of other teachers?
23* To idiat extent do the subjects seek the aid of outside resource
persons in regard to the development of the guidance program?
2U* To idiat extent do the subjects permit guidance personnel to visit
hcews, indnstHes, and o^er e(mmiusity agencies to secure
information for and concerning students during school hours?
25* To idiat extent do the subjects feel that the guidance program is
essential?
26* To idiat extent do the subjects feel that the guidance movement is
sound in jdiilosoidiy?
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27* To irtiat extent do the subjects feel that guidance personnel is
adequately trained to perfoxn its duties?
28* To >jhat extent do the subjects feel that guidance serviees are
too broad in scope?
Pefijaition of Teres»--The iKJst significant terms used throughout this
study are defined as follows)
1* "Qtiidance personnel* refers to the one or more counselors idiich
are found in the selected schools.
2. "Relationships* refers to the connection with and responsibilities
in the guidance function.
Locale of the Stuc^.—This study was conducted in selected high spools
in the Metropolitan Atlanta Area which is situated a little Northwest of
center of title state of Georgia. It encoiqiasses square miles, including
five counties*
)iH.thin this area, there are some one million people. Atlanta and the
surrounding cities have their own local governments, police forces, fire
departaients, health departments, and other civic services* Metropolitan
Atlanta is the hub of Georgia industries, as well as title commercial center
of the Southeast for transportation cuid communication. It also ranlis among
tile top livestock and agricultural centers.
Period of Study.«-»This study was conducted during the school year of
1960«61 and during the summer session of 1961.
Method of Research.--»The Dsscrilitive-Survey Ntothod of research,
employing the specific techi^que of the questionnaire, was used in gatiiering
the d^a neeessary for this study*
Description of the Instrument.—The instrument used in tills research
was a questionnaire, specifically designed to reveal specific relatioim^ips
of a select groiq> of high school principals of select schools with their
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gaidanoa pirogram. It waa ralKiated under stqpesrviaion of conpetent
adhrlaora* Further ▼alidity’ of thla queationnalre waa eatabllshed by
cheekiag the Itana contained in it against itema fraa. queationnairea
aiailar to it*
Qriterion of Beliability.—The criterion of reliability for data
was predicated ^on ^e authenticity and accuracy of the reaponaes to the
questionnaire items. Further, the criterion of reliability for this study
was the researcher's Thesis Committee's knowledge of guidance duties
performed by school principals*
Description of Subject8.»-»Ihe subjects used in this study were thirteen
(13) high school principals of thirteen (13) high schools in Georgia*
Research Procedure.—The fulfillment of the purposes of this research
was undertakwi throu^ the following procedural steps*
1* Permission to conduct tills study was secured from the proper
autiioritles.
2* The literatuire related to this study was reviewed and sunonarized
for inclusion in the finished thesis copy*
3* A questionnaire designed to meet the needs of this study was
constructed and ralidated under the direction of competent
advisors*
it* The questionnaire, along with a letter eiiqplaining tiie nature and
purpose of this study, was sent to all the subjects. A stasped,
self-addressed envelope was enclosed so that the questionnaires
could be returned.
5* The data derived from the returned instruments were assembled into
appropriate tables and set down in meaningful form for presentation
in tile final thesis copy*
Collection of Data.—Daring the months of ^ril and May of 1961, the
outline for tills study was written, jnmsented, and approved* The rMeartiier
waui then given permission to construct the necessary instrument to be used
to gather the data necessary for this study. Research relative to the
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construction of the questionnaire and the actual construction of the
questionnaire was done In May, 1961. The questionnaire was validated under
the supervision of the researcher's Thesis Committee. The questionnaire
was approved in the latter part of Hay, and distributed immediately to the
subjects.
It was during the months of June and July of 1961 that all of the data
were compiled, analyzed, intezpreted, and incorporated in the final thesis
copy.
Survey of Related literature.—In surveying the literature pertinent
to this study, many points«of>view of educators in the field of guidai^e
and in the field of school administration were brought into focus as to
the desired relationships of school principals relative to the guidance
program.
From the time of the establlshiaent of the principalship In its earliest
form, the school principal has been expected to assume responsibility for
the guidance of stud«its. If a student brov^ht a problem to a teacher, it
was the duty of the principal to give assistance to the teacher in bringing
the student into line with the purposes of the school. In addition, many
school principals guided students in the cooplex task of choosing suitable
life vocations. Thus, from the inception of the school principalship,
teachers, parents, and students have looked to the principal for guidance
in solving not only the problems of classroom management and learning, but
also In formulating effective life plans and aspirations.^
The school principal should be concerned at all times with coordinating
^Jacobson, et. al., loc. oit., pp. 2it9-250.
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and iB^jroTing the various services of the school so that a richer educational
program can be develaped. He should be concerned about obvious problems,
such as the nasiber of counselors, their training, functions, and technlqoss*
Yet, he cannot neglect devel<qping proper relationships and attitudes with
the other msmbers of his staff. In addition, he needs to have an undsrstand-
ixig of his respective role in the guidance function, as well as the total
educational program. He needs to have the guidance point->of-view and facili¬
tate its inculcation into the plans for his schiol.^
According to Lsfever, the principal's attitudes towa3rd helping students
plan and work toward personal and life goals will be the factors that largely
determine the practices and attitudes of teachears, apeclal workers, and
board of education members. His task is one of planning, organising, and
coordinating the efforts of all. It involves a recognition of the need for
an evolving curriculum based on the needs, interests, and abilities of the
2
students and society.
Imfever further states t
Hie principal and the members of his staff shouldt (1) gtye
^e guidance program unqualified personal stgapoart; (2) help the
instructional staff to bec<»as cognisant of the necessity of the
guidance approach to the attaiiment of educational goals; (3) estab¬
lish a continuing process of taking inventory of students' needs,
interest, and abilities; (k) evaluate and zwvise the curriculum in
light of such inventories; (5) arrange the school s^edule so that
students and special resource personnel can have time in which to
meet; (6) pl«i and pmoote the in-service training of the faculty;
(7) detexmine the equljpment, styplies, and quarters necessary for
a functional guidance p^a^; (8) mmloi adequate budget requests to
implenwnt the program; (91 jHra^de for continuous evalttati.on of
the guidance jurogram; atd (10) recoammnd the hiring of a conpetent
^Jf^n liahlquist, et. al.. The Adadnlstration of Public Education
(Now Torkt The Ronald Rress C(^pany, 195^), p. ^>8.
^D» Wslty Lsfever, et. al., PriiKiiples and ^cfaniques of Qnidan<»
(Mew Yorks MoChraw-Hill Book CoaqMiny, 1959), pp« 1^-16.
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counselor to the superintendent.^
Hunphreys and Traxler listed the following points to idmtify the
role of the principal in the pupil personnel program:
4
1. He helps the rest of the st^f concentrate on pi;^ll problons,
needs, and characteristics.'
2. He leads the action for iiqprovement of guidance services.
3* He helps the staff understand the "shared responsibility" of all
for pupil growth.
U. He helps to define organisation, staff operation, and job
descriptions.
5. He helps to define the guidance services for the school.
6. He provides in-service training facilities for the staff to
acquire skill and security.
7. He provides the program viiAi c(»q)etent counselors and teachers.^
Christensen listed the following points to identify the role of the
principal in the guidance function:
1. Procuiment of facilities.
2. Selection of counselors.
3. Distribution of guidance services.
U* Dissemination of information (occupational and educational).3
According to Stoops, no matter how outstanding a leader the principal
may be, and how dynamic his staff, there will be times when the development
of a guidance program will be most effectively advanced by utilizing axi
^Ibid., p. 138.
^J. Anthony Humphreys and Arthur E. Traxler, Guidance Services (Chicago:
Science Research Associates, 195U), p. U02.
3
T. E. Chzdstensen, "Responsibility of the High School Principal in
the Guidance Program," School Review, Vbl. 57 (March, 195U), pp. Ilt9-150.
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outside resource person* !Che principal should be alert to the right tins
to bring in such a person.^
Stoops further states t
The guidance literature abounds with sudi statements as» "The
principal should participate actively in planning the guidance
progran, as well as assuming the najor responsibility.” ”A chief
detrinent of the success of the guidance progran is the principal.”
"Most principals are glad to acc^t their ”direet responsibility,”
”partieipate actively,” exhibit the proper ”degree of interest,” and
exert leadership in developing the guidance progran.” Alnost all
principals face such problems as finding tine to listen to other
people's problems, interpreting the educational program to the
ccuamunity, planning a budget, and supervising other programs*^
The administrator who solves these problems most effectively will be
the one idio blends sound practical knowledge with a friendly, tactful, and
dlpl<»atie way of working with people to achieve mutually agreed-tqpon
goals. He will have to develop a knowledge of the ”art of mana^ment”.
Hooper states:
The ”art of management” arms itself with science, and it is
ixportant in human relations in general, and makes the fullest use
of all timit the ”science of management” has to offer. Moreover,
its successes rest squarely ipon the art vhlch its findings are
applied.3
Guldaiwe, as a practical matter, will literally be in the hands of
school principals of this country for some time to come* They must be
trained to be wise personal eounselqra of youth, and to be organizers of
guidance. The training for the high school principalship in the immediate
'^Ikiery Stoops, Quidai»e Serviees«»~Organiaation and Administration
(Now York: McGraw-Hill B^k Coapany, 1959)» pp. 1^-1^.
^Ibid*. p. 17.
%. G. Hooper, IfanagwBsnt Survey (New Yozkt Pitman Publishing
Company, 19U5)» pp. 79-60.
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future presents needs to be focused very specifically on preparation for
the purpose of perfoming these two functions.^
In the past few years, we have heard frow certain qcuurters, a note of
doubt as to idietiber the Job of guidance can really be done. It is evident
that the first enthusiaans for the work have died down} and wany have cone
to a realisation that 'tiie Job is really bigger than they thou^t.
According to Reavis, the principal should first adiainister his school
with a guidance philosophy} and if this be done on any large scale, secondary
education would soon take a new form. This would inwolve some new viewpoints
on the part of idle school principal. Administration, according to a
guidance philosophy, will not conceive of guidance mereiy as a specialised
function, but as an essential function of administration itself. Specifi¬
cally, this would mean that the high school principal would conceive it as
his responsibility to u^lise and to coordinate all the agencies of the
school and of the comunity, inorder to help each piqiil toward the best
possible life career.^
There is a practical basis for insisting that guidance be kept dose
to adadnistration. More students than ever before are enrolled in our
secondary sdools. A large percentage of these students are enrolled in
our smaller schools. For this large percentage of Anerioan youth, we cannot
|n*ovide highly specialised guidance services. If guidance is set up as a
specialised function, idiich will necessarily be restricted to a few
educational centers, then we have reason to fear that it will be a long tine
J
UiUiam C. Reavis, Criticd Issues in Edi^ational Adsidstration
(Chicago: The University of (Meago ‘Preaa, 1^3^), pp. 126-1^1.
^Ibid., p. 123.
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before the effects of a guidance phllosoi^y will reach the great mass of
boys and girls throughout the country* Oa the other hat^, it is possible
to piTepare the rank and file of principals of schools to be reasonably
effectiTe counselors until we are able to aff(U‘d guidance personnel for all
schools* If it is possible to do this, it will be possible to see a
practical way whereby guidance may be made effectual over a wide area in
the public schools.^
Reeder statess
As is true in every other endeavor, the efficiency of a guidance
program cannot rise higher than the merit of the persons idio organize
and conduct the program. All educational enployees, especially the
school principal, should have responsibility in the guidance program.
All of these employees must have a clear concept of the guidance
function, its i^ortance, and the methods of conducting it. Realizing
the need for fecial preparation of teachers and principals, mai^r
institutions have introduced guidance courses, or they give the
preparation as a part of other courses.2
The Principalis Role in the Various Organizational Patterns.—Organi¬
zational practices, when ejqpressed in the form of charts or diagrams, show
relationships between individuals ^o are to function in the gtddance pro¬
gram. Such a chart may help prevent misunderstandings among school per¬
sonnel* Misunderstandings between counselors and teachers, and counselors
and administrators haiq>er such cooperative relationships which are essential
to the guidance program. There are several organizational patterns, all of
which seem to work effectively In various school settings* Above all, there
should be some recognizable pattern which is adapted to the particular
school betting, and should be understood and accepted by all workers in the
^Ibid*. pp* 125-126.
^Mard C* Reeder, Fondamentals of Pub^c School Administration
(New Xorkt The Na<d(illan Book Cosqaany, 1^5S), pp. 530-531*
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sdiool* The latter condition is more directly related to successful
guidance services than the type of organisational pattern adopted by the
administrator^ the counselor, and other staff members*^
According to Rober, two types of organisational patterns emerge as
basic to all others* (1) one in idaich the principal is responsible for all
policy-making, and (2) one in idiich a staff ccmaittee is responsible for
making policies.^
Rober fuT'Uier states*
In the first type of pattern, 'Uie central principle is one of
direct adninistrative control over guidance program* This
pattern may be used at either the secondary or the elementary school
level, although cosguratively few elementary schools now how a
guidance ^clalist. First, the adninistrative officer of the
school, the principal, assumes direct responsibility for establish¬
ing guidance policies. This policynsaking Ihnotion is usually
accomplished with -Uie counselor, to idtoa is delegated the responsi¬
bility of carrying out these policies* Certainly, if the plan is
to work effectively, the principal must thorou^ily understand the
guidance program, its functions, policies, and organization* If
the latter condition is not joesent in a given school, the principal
needs iiq>lloit faiUi in the integrity, purposes, and maturity of
the counselor, a confidwiee *liich leads him to accept the counselor's
recoBsaendations to teadtiers, and warrants his putting the policies
into practice*3
In the second pattern, the guidance committee is the central body, and
may also be used at bo^ the elementary and the secondary sdiool levels* In
order for this pattern to function prc^rly, the principal must delegate the
policyHBaklng function to this c<»Bd.ttee, and actively accept and support
the resultdjig policies* It should be noted that the principal should serve
^E* C* Rober, et* al*, Organizatiw* and Ad^^stration of Guidance




as chaizman of the gviidance committee at the beginning. Usually, he will
want his staff members to help in determing the educational policies and
should have confidence in their ability to detennine idiat is best for the
entire educational program. He should not feel that because he delegates
the policy-making function that the guidance policies will becon» incon¬
sistent with administrative policies.^
The Principal's Role in In-Service Training.—Leadership in in-service
training in guidance, whether direct or indirect, is usually the responsi¬
bility of the building principal. It is more directly assumed in small
elementary and secondary schools idiere a significant percentage of the
pzdncipal's time is devoted to pupil personnel problems, and idiere the
teachers consider the principal the key resource person available on such
problems. However, if this is not the case, they look to Soever is in
charge of the endeavor.^
In regard to the principal's role in in-service training, Corey and
MacKenzie state:
The principal's leadership role in in-service training in
gtiidance is more indirect and more frequently delegated in
medium-sized and large schools. In these schools, there is a
steady trend toward enqploying specialized school personnel for
part-time or full-time service. Because there are more small
schools in the United States than there are medium-sized or
large ones, it is still true, that on the whole, the continuous
leadership role remains with the principal, who in turn, may
recognize supplementary support from the increasing number of
specialized personnel.3
^Ibid., p. 3k»
^Stoops, op. cit., pp. 20-21.
^Stephen Corey and Q. N. MacKenzie, "A Conception of Educational
Leadership," Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary School
Principals, Vol. 36# No. 1^3 (March, 1952), pp. 9-11.
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Uioever Is perceived to have the understanding, skill, or material
means considered necessary for goal achievement Is sought for leadership
in some instances. If one or more individual perceive a person as help¬
ing them or being able to help them achieve their purposes, this person
usually becomes a leader for that particular group. The activities
engaged in by this leader usually defines the leadership function in
in-service activities.^
According to Stoops, just as a spark kindles the flame, so does the
interest and enthusiasm of the person in the leadership role in guidance
and human relations have a stimulating and motivating effect on other
members of the staff. If the principal and the superintendent axe guidance-
minded, the stage is set for a successful guidance program.2
Summary of Related Literature.—The survey of the literature pertinent
to this study has led to the selection of the more significant beliefs, as
well as general principles pertinent to the relationships of high school
principals in the guidance function.
It is reasonable to say that the demands made upon high school principals
today are many and varied. Many of these duties can be delegated to con-
petent staff mendsers and students. It becomes necessary for a principal to
have a clearer ui»ierstandlng of his duties in order that he may be able to
perform his most demanding tasks.
For many years, and even until the present time, the school principal
^Ibid., p. 12
2
Stoops, op. cit., p. 22.
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has been expected to assume the responsibility for the guidance of students.
Since the school exists to prepare its pupils for the best type of citizen¬
ship in a democracy, every school administrator should strive to acconplish
this purpose. He should use his influence in making educational oppor¬
tunities within the school as equal as possible, and in meeting the needs
of each pupil.^
llie role of the school administrator in the pupil personnel program
has been described by many different authorities. Huiphreys and Traxler
list the following points to identify the role of the administrators
1. He helps the rest of the staff concentrate on pupil problems,
needs, and characteristics.
2. He leads the action for inprovement of guidance services.
3. He helps the staff understand the "shared responsibility" of all
for pupil growth.
U. He helps to define organization, staff operation, and job
descriptions.
5. He helps to define tiie guidance services for the school.
6. He provides in-service training facilities for the staff to
acquire skill and security.
7« He provides the program with ccnpetoit counselors and teachers.^
Christensen list the following points to identify the role of the
administrator in the pupil personnel service t
1. Procurement of facilities.
2. Selection of counselors.
3. Distribution of guidance services.
^Jacobson, et. al., loc. cit., pp. 2U9-250.
^Hunphreys and &axler, loc. cit., p. U02.
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U. Dissemination of information (occupational and educational).
5. Arrangement of efficient methods of pv5>il interviews.^
According to Stoops, no matter how outstanding a leader the principal
may be, and how dynamic his staff, there will be times idien the develop¬
ment of a guidance program will be most effectively advanced by utilizing
an outside resource person. The principal should be alert to the right
time to bring in such a person.^
According to Rober, two types of organizational patterns emerge as
basic to all others: (1) one in which the principal is responsible for
making policies, and (2) one in which a staff committee is responsible
for making policies.^
In order for the first plan to work effectively, the school principal
must have a thorough understanding of the guidance program, its functions,
policies, and organization.^
In order for the second type of pattern to function properly, the
principal must delegate guidance policymaking to a committee, and actively
accept and support the resulting policies. He should not feel that because
he delegates the policy-making function that the guidance policies will
become inconsistent with administrative policies.^
^Christensen, loc. clt., k>. 1U9-150.
^Stoops, loc. cit., pp. 15-16.
\ober, et. al., loc. cit., p. 32.
^Rober, et. al., loc. cit., pp. 32-33*
^Rober, et, al., loc. cit., p. 33.
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In r(9gard to the principal's role in in-service training, Corey and
MacKenzie state t
The principal's leadership role in in-service training in
guidance is more indirect and more frequently delegated in
medium-sized and large schools. In these schools, there is a
steady trend toward employing specialized school personnel for
part-time or full-time services. Because there are more small
schools in the United States than there are medium-sized and
large ones, it is still true, that on the ^ole, the continuous
leadership role remains with the principal, who in turn, may
recognize supplementary siipport from the increasing number of
specialized personnel.!
According to Stoops, Just as a spark kindles the flame, so does the
interest and enthusiasm of the person in the leadership role in guidance
and human illations have a stimulating and motivating effect on other
members of the staff. If the principal and the superintendent are guidance-
minded, the stage is set for a successful guidance pirogram.^
^Corey and MacKenzie, loc. cit., pp, 9-11,
2
Stoops, loc. cit., p, 22.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANALISIS OF DATA
Organization and Treatment of Data»»»The purpose of this study was to
reveal pertinent and significant infomation relative to the relationships
of a select group of high school principals of select Negro high schools in
Ifetropolitan Atlanta with the guidance program their schools. It is the
purpose of this chapter, therefore, to present, analyze, and interpret the
data obtained.
The instrument used in this stud^ was a questionnaire for obtaining
the necessaz*y data. The questionnaire was centered around one of the
az^as pertinent to the administration of schools>-pupil personnel, which is
the primary concern of guidance services.
The quantitative material incidental to this study is set up in twenty-
nine (29) tables with the statistical treatment being mainly conceded with
the frequency and percentage of responses to the respective items on the
questionnaire, as obtained from the participating subjects.
At this point, it is significant to note that thirteen (13) principals
were sent questionnaire, but only eleven (11) executed and returned it,
therefore, the frequency and per cent of the responses of the participants
are based on a total of eleven (11), for at no time is there any data
reported for the two principals idio did not return an executed questionnaire.
Guidance Status of the Participants.—Table 1, page 21, contains the
data relative to the number of formal courses in guidance that the partici¬
pants have had.
The infomiation in this table shows that 10 or 91 per cent of the
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participants haTe had one conzNse in guidance and counseling, idiile 1 or 9
per cent has had two fomal courses in gai(|anee and counssling* Certainly,
these data suggest that l^e participants are qualified to successfully
assune their responsibilities in the guidance fiuietion*
TABLE 1
DIS^miBUTIOl THE RESPONSES CONCmiNG
THE EXTENT TO UHICH THE PARTICIPANTS
HAVE BEEN IRAINED IN GUIDANCE
AND COUNSELINa
NuriMr of Courses Nwber Per Cent
0-1 10 . 91
2-3 1 9
Totals 11 100
Responsibility for Setting Guidance Policies.—Table 2. page 22 shows
that 3 or 27*3 per cent of ^e participants accept the policynaaking function;
$ or U5*5 per cent delegate the policynaaking function to the counselor; and
3 or 27.3 per cent delegate the pplicynaaking function to a guidance coeid.ttee.
data indicate that thez^,is a trend anong these school principals
toward delegating the respons^biUty for setting guidance policies.
Vetoing of Decision of the Designated Poli^aaker.-~Table 3, page 22,
shows that of the 8 or 73 per cent of the participants who elected to
delegate the responsibility for setting guidance policies, U or 36.ii per cent
SQaieti3B08 veto the decisions of ^e designated pfdicysaker, «hile U or 36.U
per cent do not.
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TABLE 2
DISTRIBDTIGN OF BESFOHSES CONCERNINa
THE RESFCNSIBUin FOl SETTINa
QUIDANCE POLICIES
PoliCTBaker Number Per Cent
Principal 3 27.3
Counselor 5 U5.^
Quidanee Committee 3 27*3
Totals U 100.0
The reason given in all cases of the veto was that tiie decisions were
in conflict with over-all system policy or understanding. Three or 27.3
per cent of the participants did not respond to the item, with the reason
inherent in the no iresponse.
TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION CF RESPONSES CONCERNINQ
THE VETOING OF THE DECISIONS OF
ISSIQNATED PQLICIMAKER FOR
THE OmDANCE PROGRAM
Does the principal ever veto the








DISZRIBDTICN (F RESPONSES CONCERNING THE




Ertmit Nnnber Per Cent
To A Great Extent 8 73




DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES CONC^ING
TO WHAT EXTENT IHE PARTICIPANTS
FEEL THAT GUIDANCE SERVICES
ARE ESSTOTIAL
Extent Nnsiber Per Cent
. Conpletely Essential 11 100
Essential to Sone Extent 0 0
Not Essential 0 0
Totals 11 100
ForaiBlation of Eaphaees for the Guidance Progran.—Table k, as shovo
on page 23« represents the data pertaining to the extent to which the
participants have foraolated enqphases for the guidance program. £lght or
73 per eent of the participants have formulated, to a great extent, Miphases
for the guidance program, idille 3 or 27 per cent have formulated, to some
nctent, eBg>hases for the guidance program.
In suBsaatioil}, the data reveal that all of the participants have formu¬
lated emi^ses for the guidance program.
Extent to Which Participants Feel That Quldance Services Are Essential.-
Table page 23» represents the data pertaining to the extent to idilch the
pax^cipsnts feel that guidance services are essential. Eleven or 100 per
cent of the participants feel that the guidance program is coaqpletely
essential.
In STUBmation, the data reveal that all of the participants feel that
guidance servlees are eoaq[>letel7 essential.
TABI£ 6
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES CONCERNING THE EXTMT
TO NHIGH THE PARTICIPANTS ARE SATISFIED
VITH THE PROGRESS THE GUIDANCB FRO-
(km HAS MADE
Extent Number Per Cent
Ces^l^tely Satisfied 1 9
Pa3rtially Satisfied 10 91
Totals 11 100
Extant of Satisfaction With Rwigress Made By Program.—Table 6, as
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shoim on page 2ht represents the data pertaiMng €o the extent to idiich
4
the participants are satisfied with the progress whldh the guidance pro¬
gram has made. One or 9 per cent of the participants were completely
satisfied with the progress the guidance program has made, while 10 or
91 per cent of the pairtloipants irere partlallj satisfied.
TABLE 7
DISTRIBUTIQK (F BESPOHSES CONCEFlNIIiG THE








Evaluatimti and Revision of the Guidance Program.—Table 7, as shown
abowe, represents the data pertainii^ to the extent to idiieh the partici¬
pants eontlnoously evaluate and revise their guidance program to better
serve the students. Seven or 63*6 per cent of the participants indicated
that they frequently revise and evaluate their program, while 36.U per
cent indicated that they seldoa evaluate and revise their pr(^ram.
Provision of Financial Aid for Quldance Purposes.—Table 8, page 26,
represents the data pertaining to the extent to which the participants
attespt to provide financial aid for guidance purposes. Six or 5U.5 per
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cent indicated that they altngrs attea^t to provide financial aid for
guidance purposes, while $ or per cent indicated that they frequently
atteD$>t to provide financial aid for guidance purposes*
In sunnation, these data reveal that the participants in this study
do attempt to provide financial aid for guidance purposes.
TABUS 8
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES CONCERNING THE








EnroUaent *»-The enrollnent for the schools was divided into -five
ranked 'steps, beginning with 200 and going up to 1000 and above* There
was an interval of 200 in each ranked step*
Table as shown on page 27, contains the data for the enrollment
of the schools tmder ^ supervision of the participants* Ihe findings
show that 5 or U5*^ per cent of the pasrticlpants administered schools
having an enrollment of 1000 students and above. In the 800 - 999 range,
that was 1 or 9*1 per cent of the participants who was administering a
school with such an enrollment. There was 1 or 9*1 per cent of the
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pairtleipants adslnlstering a school with an enroUiMnt betMsen the 600 > 799
xangs* There were 3 or 27*3 per cent of the participants irtio were adadnister-
ing schools in the UOO • $99 range, idiile another 1 or 9*1 per cent was
administering a school in the 200 •> 399 range.
In snmnation, the data rereal -Uiat 5 or U5.5 per cent of the partici¬
pants were administering schools with enrollments of 1000 and abo-ve.
TABIE 9
DISTRIBUTION OF ENROUNENT OF SCHOOLS
gr'* ADMINISTESED BI THE PARTICIPANIS
IN THIS STUDY
Enrollment Number Per Cent
1000 - Above $ U5.5
800-999 1 9.1
600 - 799 1 9.1
UOO - 599 3 27.3
200 - 399 1 9.1
Totals 11 100.0
Nnmiber of Counselors.—The number of counselors under the si^rrLsion
of the participants was dirided into four rank st^s, beginning at one and
going to four.
Table 10, as shown on page 28, contains the data for the number of
counselors under the superrision of the participants in this study. The
data in this table show that U5*5 per cent of the participants e^loy one
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counselor; 1 or 9 per cent of the participants euploys two counselors;
four or 36 per cent of the participants employ three counselors; and 1
or 9 per cent employs four counselors—two full-time and two part-time.
In summation, these data seem to indicate that there exists no
desirable counselor-pupil ratio in a large percentage of these schools.
UStE 10
DISTRIBUTION OF TEffi NUMBER OF COUNSELORS
UNDER THE SUPERVISIC® OF
THE PARTICIPANTS IN
THIS STUDY









Compr^enslve System of Records for Gruidance Purposes.—Table ll, page
29, contains the data pertaining to the extent to which the participants
provide for a coa^rehensive system of records for guidance purposes. The
findings show that 11 or 100 per cent of the participants provide, as
far as possible, a comprehensive system of records for guidance purposes*
In svunmation, the data reveal that all of the participants who returned
the questionnaire provide, as far as possible, a ccmqprehensive system of
29
of records for guidance puiposes.
TABI£ U
DISmCBOTIGN or BESFON^ Cd^EBNING THE EXTENT
TO WICH THE FABTICZPANTS IN THIS STUDY
IIN)7IDE FOR A OQHFREHENSIVE SYSTEM
OP BECORDS FOR GUIDANCE PURPOSES
Extent Nmber Per Cent
As Far as Possible 11 100
To ScBie Extent • • • •
Tbtals 11 100
TABLE 12
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES CONCERNING THE EXTENT
TO WHICH THE PARTICIPANTS IN THIS STUDY
MAKE PROVISIONS FOR EFFECTIVE UTILI-
UZATION OF RECORDS
Extent Nuaber Per Cent
To A Great Extent 9 81.8
To Some Extent 2 18.2
Totals 11 100.0
ProTisions for Effeetire Utilisation of Records«««»Table 12, as ^oirn
above, contains the data pertaining to the extent to idiieh the participants
Bake provisions for effective utilisation of records for guidance purposes*
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The findings show that 9 or 81.8 per cent make provisions, as far as
possible, for effective utilisation of records for guidance purpose, and
2 or 18.2 per cent Indicated that they make provisions, to some extent,
for effective utilisation of these records faar guidance purposes*
TABLE 13
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES CONCERNING THE EXTENT
TO WHICH THE PiRTICIPANTS IN THIS STUDY
HAVE SELECTED GUIDANCE WORKERS
WHO NEET DEFINITE STANDARDS
OF TRAINING
Extent Number Per Gent
Always 6 5h.5
Whenever Possible 5 it5.5
Totals 11 100.0
Selection of Giildance Workers.—Table 13» as shown above, contains
the data pertaining to the extent to which the participants have selected
guidance workers according to definite standards of training. The find¬
ings show that 6 or 5U.5 per cent of the participants have always selected
guidance wortears idio meet definite standards of training, and 5 or U5*5
per cent of the pairticlpants have selected, ^enever possible, guidance
workers Uho meet definite standards of training.
Contribution to the Various Guidance Services.—Table lU, page 31»
contains the data pertaining to the extent to which the participants con-
txdbute to the various guidance services. The findings show that 5 or li5.5
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per cent frequently contribute to the development of these services, while
U5*5 per cent occasionally contribute to the development of these services,
and 1 or 9 per cent seldom contributes to the development of these services.
In summation, the data reveal that the participants do contribute to
some extent in the development of the services that come under the auspices
of the guidance program.
TABLE Ih
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPtMSES CONCERNING THE EXTENT TO WHICH
THE PARTICIPANTS IN THIS STUDY CONTRIBUTE TO THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE VARIOUS GUIDANCE SER¬
VICES





Means Provided for Student Interviews With Counselor.—Table 15* page
32, contains the data pertaining to administrative means provided for
students to have interviews with the counselor. The findings show that
9 or Sl.d per cent of the participants allow students to be released from
classes to have interviews with the counselor, and 2 or 18.2 per cent
allow students to go to the counselor during activity periods for interviews.
In summation, the data reveal that all of the participants have devised
means by idxlch students can have interviews with the counselor.
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TABLE 15
DISTRIBUnON OF RESPCNSES CONCERNING THE
METHODS PROVIDED BY THE PARTICIPANTS
FOR STUDENTS TO HAVE INTERVIEWS
WITH THE COUNSELOR
Methods Nusdser Per Gent
Students Are Released from
Classes 9 81.8
Students Go to the Counselor
at Activity Periods 2 18.2
Totals 11 100.0
TABXE 16
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPCNSES CONCERNING




Do the Participants Assume Responsibility
for Developing this Understanding?
Nusdaer Per Cent
Yes 11 100
No • • • •
Totals 11 100
H
Responsibility for Developing Understanding Between Counselors and
Other Staff Mssiibers*—Table 16j as shown above, contains the data pertaining
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to Aether or not the participants assui^ responsibility for developing a
matual understanding between counselors and other staff meanbers as to their
respective functions in dealing with students. Ihe findings show that 11
or 100 per cent of the participants assume this responsibility.
TABLE 17
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES CONCERNING THE EXTENT TO
WHICH THE PARTICIPANTS PROVIDE FOR FLEXIBILITY
IN STUDENTS* SCHEDULES DUE TO COUNSELING
DECISIONS




Provisions for Flexibility in Students' Schedules to Facilitate
Counseling Decisions.—Table 17, as shown above, contains the data pertain-
ing to the extent which the participants provide far flexibility in
students' schedules to facilitate counseling decisions. The findings show
that 9 or 81.8 per cent of the participants always provide for flexibility
in studoits* schedules to facilitate counseling decisions, and 2 or 18.2
per cent of the participants occasionally provide for flexibility in students'
schedules to facilitate counseling decisions.
In suBunation, the data reveal that all of the participants make provisions
for flexibility in students' schedules to facilitate counseling decisions.
TABLE 18
DISTRIBUTION OF EESPCKSES GONGERIJING THE EXTENT THAT
COUNSELORS ARE PERMITTED TO VISIT HOMES,
INDUSTRIES, AND OTHER CCMMUNITT
AGENCIES TO SECURE INFORMATION
FOR AND CONCERNING STUDENTS




Counselor Visitations.—Table 18, as shown above, contains the data
pertaining to the extent which the participants pennit the counselors to
visit homes, industries, and other community agencies to secure Infomation
for and concerning students during school hours. The findings show that
5 or U5*5 per cent frequently pemit the counselors to visit homes. Industries
and other community agencies to secure Infomation for and concerning students
and 6 or 5U*5 per cent occasionally permit these visitations.
In summation, the data reveal that the participants in this study., do
allow the counselors to visit homes, industries, and other community agencies
to secure Information for and concemxLng students.
Provisions for Adequate Space for Guidance Purposes.~-»Table 19, page 35,
contains the data pertaining to what extent adequate ^ace is provided by the
participants for guidance purposes. The findings show that 2 or 18.2 per
cent provide as much space as is necessary for guidance purposes, while 9 or
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TABLE 19
DIS-miBUnON OF RESPCNSES CONCERNING IHE EXTENT
TO WHICH THE PARTICIPANTS PROVIDE
ADEQUATE SPACE FCR GUIDANCE
PURPOSES
Extent Niimber Per Cent
As Much as Necessary 2 18.2
To Some Extent 9 81.8
Totals 11 100.0
81.8 per cent provide, to some extent, adequate space for guidance puiposei
TABLE 20
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES CONCERNING THE EXTMT
TO WHICH THE PARTICIPANTS SEEK THE HELP OF
OUTSIDE RESOURCE PERSCMJS IN REGARD TO
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE GUIDANCE
PROGRAM




Utilization of Resource Persons*—Table 20, as shown above, contains
the data pertaining to the extent to idiich the participants seek the aid of
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outside resource persons in regard to the development of the guidance pro¬
gram. The findings show that 3 or 27 per cent frequently seek the aid of
x^source persons in regard to the development of the guidance program, and
8 or 73 per cent of the participants occasionally seek Uie aid of such resource
persons.
In summation, the data reveal that the participants do seek the aid
of resource persons in regard to the development of the guidance program.
TkEUE 21




Do the Participants Assume Responsibility for
Encouraging In-Service Preparation in Guidance? NuiiA)er Per Cent
Yes 11 100
No o • 0 o
Totals 11 100
Responsibility for Encouraging In-Service Preparation in Guidance.—
Table 21, as shown above, contains the data relative to whether or not the
participants assume responsibility for encouraging in-service preparation
in guidance. The findings show that 11 or 100 per cent assume this
responsibility.
In summation, the data ireveal that 11 or 100 per cent of the partici¬
pants assume responsibility for encouraging in-service preparation in guidance.
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TABI£ 22
QISTRIBUnON OP RESPCNSES CONCERNING METHODS
(F PROVIDING IN-SERVICE PREPARATION




Method Nundser Per Cent
Formal Courses 10 91
Workshops 1 9
Totals 11 100
Methods of Providing In-•Service Preparation in Guidance .—Table 22, as
shown above, contains the data pertaining to the Biethods by which in-service
preparation in guidance is provided for the staff members under the super¬
vision of the participants. The findings show that 10 or 91 per cent of
the participants provide in-service preparation in guidance through formal
courses, and 1 or 9 per cent of the participants provide in-service
preparation through workshops.
In sinunatlon, the data reveal that all of the participants provide
in-service preparation in guidance for their staff.
Designation of the Counselor to Serve as Principal.—Table 23, page 38,
contains the data concerning whether or not the participants have designated
the counselor to serve as principal during their absence. The findings show
that 1 or 9 per cent of the participants has designated the counselor to
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TABLE 23
DISTEIBOTICN OF RESPONSES C(»JGERNING THE
DESIGNATION (F THE COUNSELOR TO SERVE
AS PRINCIPAL DURING THE ABSENCE OF
THE PARTICIPANTS
Has the Counselor Been Designated to Serve as





serve as principal in his absence, and 10 or 91 per cent of the participants
have not designated the counselor to serve as principal during their sJ>sence.
In summation, t^e data reveal that it is not a trend among these partici¬
pants to designate the counselor to serve as principal duxdLng their absence.
In fact, only 1 or 9 per cent of the participants has done so.
Designation of Counselors to Serve as Substitute Teachers.—Table 2U,
page 39, contains the data relative to the participants designating the
counselors to serve as substitute teachers. The data reveal that 1 or 9
per cent of the participants has designated the counselor to serve as substi¬
tute teacher during the absence of other teachers; however, it was Indicated
tiiat this is seldon done, and 10 or 91 per cent of the participants have not
designated the counselors to serve as substitute teac}»rs.
In summation, the data reveal that it is not the trend among these
participants to utilize the counselor as a substitute teacher during the
absence of other teachers. In fact, only 1 or 9 per cent has done so;
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table: 2U
DISTRIBUHGN OF RESPONSES C(»ICERNING THE
DESIGNATION OF THE COUNSELOR TO SERVE
AS SUBSTITUTE TEACHER IN THE ABSENCE
CF OTHER TEACHERS
Has the Counselor Been Designated to Serve as




however, it was indicated that this is seldom done.
TABUS 25
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES COJCERNING THE PROVISION
(F EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES FOR GUIDANCE
PURPOSES
Extent Number Per Cent
As Much as Necessary 2 18.2
To 5<»ne Extent 9 81.8
Totals 11 100.0
Provision of Equipment and Supplies.—Table 25, as shown above, con¬
tains the data pertaining to the extent to vhlch the participants provide
equipment and supplies for guidance purposes. The findings show that 2 or
Uo
18*2 per cent of the participants provide all the necessary equlpient and
sxqpplies for the guidance program, and 9 or 8i]L.8 per cent provide, to some
extent, the equipment and siq>plies needed for guidance piarposes.
In summation, the data reveal that all of the participants provide
equipment and supplies for guidance puiposes. In fact, 2 or 18.2 per cent
or the paz*ticipants provide all the necessary supplies and equipment for
guidance purposes.
Clerical Workers for Guidance Purposes.—Table 26, page Ul, contains
the data pertaining to the provision of clerical workers for guidance pur¬
poses by the participants. The findings show that 10 or 91 per cent of the
participants provide clerical help, vAiile 1 or 9 per cent does not. The
findings also show that of the 10 or 91 per cent idio do provide clerical
help for guidance purposes, 1 or 10 per cent of these workers are part-time,
and 9 or 90 per cent of these workers are students.
In summation, the data reveel that all of the participants, with the
exception of 1 or 9 per cent make provisions for clerical workers for
guidance purposes.
Soundness of the Riilosophy of the Guidance Movement.—Table 27, page
U2 contains the data pertaining to the extent to idiich the participants
feel that the guidance movement is sound in philosophy. Ihe findings show
that 11 or 100 per cent of Idle pairticlpants are of the opinion that the
guidance movement is sound in philosophy.
In summation, the data reveal that all of the participants are of the
opinion tiiat the guidance movmnent is sound in philosopl^ to a great extent.
Opinions of the Training of Guidance Personnel.—Table 28, page U2,
contains the data pertaining to the extent which the participants feel that
Ul
lABLS 26
01SmBOH(^ OF RfiSPONSSS 008CEHR1N0 UKSTHiR
(« KOt m PARTICIPAKTS PROVIDE CLSRIOAL
WORKERS FOR QUIDAHCE PURPOSES
Olerloal Workers?
No. Pot*
Full - Time Part - Tim Students
No. Pot. No. Pet. No. Pot.
Tee XO 9X • • • • 1 10 9 90
Ro 1 9 •' * • • • • » • • e • e
Tot^a u 100 ♦ • e » 1 10 9 90
One of the participants did not indicate whether his clerical workers were
full-time, part-time, or students
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TABI£ 27
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES CONCERNING THE EXTENT
TO WHICH THE PARTICIPANTS FEEL
THAT BBS GUIDANCE MOVE¬
MENT IS SOUND IN
PHILOSOPHY
Esctent Number Per Cent
To A (b:eat Extent 11 100
To Some Extent
Totals 11 100
guidance personnel is adequately trained to perform its duties. The
findings reveal that $ or li5.5 per cent feel that guidance personnel is
adequately trained to perform its duties to a great extent, and 6 or 5U.5
per cent of the participants feel that guidance personnel is adequately
trained to perform its duties to aame extent*
TABLE 28
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES CONCERNING THE EXTENT
WHICH THE PARTICIPANTS FEEL THAT GUIDANCE
PERSONNEL IS ADEQUATELY TRAINED TO
PERFORM ITS DUTIES
Extent Number Per Cent
To A Great Extent 5 U5.5




DISTRIBUTION OF RESPCSISES CONCERNING THE EXTENT TO
WHICH THE PARTICIPANTS FEEL THAT GUIDANCE
SERVICES ARE TOO BROAD IN SCOPE
Extent Number Per Gent
To A Great Extent I 9.1
To Sme Extent u 36.U
Not at All 6 5U.5
Totals 11 100.0
Opinions of the Scope of Guidance Services.--Table 29* as shown above
contains the data pertaining to the extent to which the participants feel
that guidance services are too broad in scope. The findings show that 1
or 9.1 per cent of the participants is of the opinion that guidance
sez*vlces are too broad in scope to a great extent, while or 36.ii per
cent of the participants are of the opinion that guidance services are
too broad in scope to s(»ne extent, and 6 or 51|..5 per cent are of the
opinion that these services are not at all too broad in scope.
In summation, the data reveal that there is a diversity of opinion
among the participants as to the broadness of the scope of guidance ser¬
vices .
Summary.—The data contained in this section of the study have
revealed the relationships of a select group of high school principals
of a select group of high schools with their guidance program. The data
hh
also revealed some of their general reactions to the guidance movement.
CHAPTER ni
SUMMARY, CCKCLUSiraiS, IMPLIGATI0N3, AND RECOMMENDATI(»JS
Rationale«—The need for guidance is a fundasiental characteristic of
man's social natiurej no individual is sufficient unto himself. No person,
community, or nation can proceed unmindful of its dependence upon others
for a wholesome and worthidiile existence. During the last few years, Ihnda-
mental changes in the social and educational structure of our countzy have
intensified the need for organized guidance services in the secondary school.
Pop\ilation shifts, increased standards of living, and alterations in
Idle character of opportunities for youth have been witnessed in the last
few years. The schools, in an Increasing effort to play a responsive role
to these dianges, have appreciably modified their character. These changes
in school and society, whether for good or ill, are taking place and must
be recognized.
Democracy has widened the opportunity for youldi to make his own choices;
but social changes have confronted him with probl«ns which are beyond his
ability to solve unaided. Because of these and other similar conditions,
school adteinistrators should be more ooncezmed than ever with the vital
role played by the guidance program.
From the time of the establishmmt of the principalship in its earliest
fom, the school principal has been expected to assume responsibility for the
guidance of pupils. If a student brought a problem to a teacher, it was the
duty of idle principal to give assistance to that teacher in bringing the
student in line with the purposes of the sdhool. In addition, many school
principals guided students in the complex task of choosing suitable life
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vocations. Thus, from the inception of the school principalship, teachers,
parents, and students have looked to the principal for guidance in solving
not only ihe problems of classroom management and learning, but adso in
formulating effective life plans and aspirations,^
In recent years, a new type of po3ition»the counselor, has been
created and a guidance program organized; and so, a counselor is employed
by the school board. This guidance worker, having a special set of skills,
is suppose to direct some of those activities ^ich have been associated with
the principal. Since this guidance worker's Job has not always been clearly
defined, and it may be that it still is not, some principals may begin to
wonder about the motives of this wjrker. This may, in turn, cause chjaes in
those schools.
Since the entire educational scene is reflective of the principal's
educational insights, his relationship with and his attitudes toward the
entire educational program are important. He may be the type of person >ho
keeps his school in a rut of tradition for ease of administration; or he may
be creative, quick to grasp educational needs, and gifted in leadership. It
is the belief of the researcher that all of these factors have a profound
effect on ihe operation of the guidance program, as well as the entire
educational program.
It is iirportait to recognize the relationship of principals with their
guidance program because its continuance and success will depend largely on
its favorable Judgment in terms of worth and convenience by the principals.
^Paul Jacobson, et. al., Tlie Effective School Principal (New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall Publishing Company, 195U), pp. 2U9-2^0.
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It is readily understandable that many graduate schools require prospective
school administrators to take courses in gixidance.
A study of this nature is crucial to the introduction of guidance pro¬
grams into other schools, and to holdfast to present gains that have been
made. This is especially true itiien many other services are con^eting for
the tax dollar. "We must continue to justify the need and usefulness, as
well as the acceptance of guidance services if we are to effectively meet
the needs of an increasing number of students."^
Evolution of the Problem.—This problem grew out of the researcher's
interest in the roles and responsibilit;Les of school principals in the
guidance function, as well as a need for this kind of study.
The researcher's eaqperience has led to the belief that the relation¬
ships with and the attitudes of some school principals toward the guidance
program have impeded the pipgress which the program would have otherwise
made.
Contribution to Educational Knowledge .—It is the hope of the researcher
that the findings of this research will be provocative of suggestions for
improving the relationships of school principals with their guidance program,
thus iii?>roving the seirvices rendered by the program.
Statement of the Problem.—The problem involved in this study was to
ascertain and analyze data conceitiing the relationships of a select group of
high school principals with their guidance program.
Frances M. Wilson, Procedures in Evaluating A Guidance Program
(New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University,
19hS), pp. 26-27.
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Limitations of the Stiidy.—This study was limited to analyzing and
interpreting the data collected from the subjects concerning their relation¬
ships with their guidance program. It is further limited to the extent that
fallacies are associated wildi the questionnaire technique of research.
Purpose of the Study.--Ihe major purpose of this study was to reveal
significant and pertinent information relative to the relationships of a
select group of high school principals of a select group of high schools with
their guidance program. More specifically, the research was designed to
answer the following questions:
1. Do the subjects accept the policy-making function of the guidance
program, or do they delegate it to the counselor or to a guidance
committee?
2. If the policy-making function is delegated, to what extent do the
subjects accept the decisions of the counselor or the committee?
3* To what extent have the subjects fomulated inqportant emphases
for the guidance program?
U. To idiat extent do the subjects atten^t to provide financial aid
for gviidance purposes?
3. To what extent do the subjects provide adequate space for guidance
purposes?
6. To what extent have the subjects been trained in guidance and
counseling?
7* To what extent is adequate equipment and supplies provided by the
subjects for guidance purposes?
8. To what extent do the subjects provide for adequate clerical help
for giiidance puxposes?
To what extent do the subjects provide for a oon^rehensive system
of records for guidance purposes?
10. To idiat extent do tie subjects provide for effective utilization
of these records for guidance purposes?
11. To ^at extent are administrative means provided to free pupils for
counseling interviews?
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12. To tdiat extent do the subjects provide for a desirable counselor-
pupil ratio?
13. Do the subjects assume responsibility for developing a mutual
understanding between counselors and other staff members as to
their respective functions in dealing with individual students?
lU. To idiat extent do the subjects provide for flexibility in students'
schedules to facilitate their release from classes due to counseling
decisions involving plans for part-time, try-out, and other work
ejqperiences?
15. To idiat extent have the subjects selected guidance personnel ^iio
meet definite standards of training?
16. To idiat extent do the subjects continuously evaluate their guidance
program and revise it to better serve the students?
17. To vdiat extent do the subjects assume responsibility for encourag¬
ing opportunity for in-service training in guidance for their
staff?
18. In idiat ways is in-service training in guidance services provided
for the staff under the supervision of the subjects?
19. To what extent do the subjects contribute to tip development of
the individual inventory, the information service, the follow-up
seirvice, and the placement service?
20. To vdiat extent are the subjects satisfied with the progress which
the guidance program has meuie thiis far?
21. Do the subjects designate the counselor to seirve as principal
during their absence?
22. Do the subjects designate the counselor to serve as substitute
teacher during the absence of other teachers?
23* To that extent do the subjects seek the aid of outside resource
persons in regard to the development of the guidance program?
2i*. To what extent do the sxibjects permit guidance personnel to visit
homes, industries, and other cosmnunity agencies to secure
information for and concerning students during school hours?
25* To what extent do the subjects feel that the guidance program is
essential?
26. To what extent do the subjects feel that the guidance movement is
sound in philosophy?
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27. To idiat extent do the sixbjects feel Idiat guidance personnel is
adequately trained to perform its duties?
28. To what extent do the subjects feel that guidance seirvices are
too broad in scope?
Definition of Terms.—»The most significant terms used throu^out this
study are defined as follows:
1. "Guidance personnel" refers to the one or more counselors which
are found in the selected schools.
2. "Relationships" refers to the connection with and responsibilities
of the participants in the guidance function.
Locale of the Study.—This study was conducted in selected high schools
in the Metropolitan Atlanta Area :diich is situated a little Northwest of the
center of the state of Georgia. It encongiasses 1,721: square miles, including
five counties.
Within this area, there are some one million people. Atlanta and the
surrounding cities have their own local governments, police forces, fire
departments, health departments, and other civic services. Metropolitan
Atlanta is the hub of Georgia industries, as well as the commercial center
of the Southeast for transportation and communication. It also ranks among
the top livestock and agricultural centers.
Period of Study.—Ihis study was conducted during the school year of
1960-61 and during the summer session of 1961.
Method of Research.—The Descriptive-Survey Method of research,
en^loying the specific technique of the questionnaire, was used in gathering
the data necessary fqr this study.
Description of the Instrument.—The instrument used in this research
■was a questionnaire, specifically designed to reveal specific relationships
of a select group of high school principals of select schools with their
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giiidance program. It was validated under the supervision of conpetent
advisors. Further validit7 "this questionnaire was established by
checking the items contained in it against items from questionnaires
similar to it.
Criterion of Reliability.—The criterion of reliability for the data
was predicated upon the authenticity and accuracy of the responses to the
questionnaire items. Further, the criterion of reliability for this
study was the researcher's Thesis Committee's knowledge of guidance duties
performed by principals.
Description of Subjects.—The subjects used in this study were thirteen
high school principals of thirteen selected hi^ schools in Georgia.
Research Procedure.—The fulfillment of the purposes of this research
was undertaken through the following procedural steps:
1. Permission to conduct this study was secured from the proper
authorities.
2. The literature related to this study was reviewed and summarized
for inclusion in the finished thesis copy.
3. A questionnaire designed to meet the needs of this study was
constructed and validated under the direction of conpetent
advisors.
U. The questionnaire, along with a letter explaining the nature and
purpose of Idiis study, was sent to all the subjects. A stanped,
self-addressed envelope was enclosed so that the questionnaires
could be returned.
5. The data derived from the returned instruments were assembled into
appropriate tables, and treated as dictated by the purposes of
this study, and wnre presented and Interpreted in Chapter II of
the coopleted thesis.
Summary of Related Literature.—The survey of the literature pertinent
to this stuc^ has led to the selection of the more significant beliefs, as
well as general principles pertinent to the relationships of high school
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principals in the guidance function.
It is reasonable to say that the demand made upon high school principals
today are many and varied. Many of these duties can be delegated to com¬
petent staff members and students. It becomes necessary for a principal to
have a clearer understanding of his duties in order that he may be able to
perfom his most demanding tasks.
For many years, and even until the present time, the school principal
has been escpected to assume the responsibility for the guidance of students.
Since the school exists to prepare its pupils for the best type of citizen¬
ship in a democracy, every school administrator should strive to acconqplish
this purpose. He should use his influence in making educational opportunities
within the school as equal as possible, and in meeting the needs of each
pupil.^
The role of the school administrator in the pupil personnel program
has been described by many different authorities. Humphreys and Traxler
list the following points to identify the role of the administrator:
1. He helps the rest of the staff concentrate on pupil problems,
needs, and characteristics.
2. He leads the action for improvement of guidance services.
3. He helps the staff understand the "shared responsibility" of all
for p\q}il growth.
li. He helps to define organization, staff operation, and job
descriptions.
5. He helps to define the guidance services for the school.
6. He provides in-service training facilities for the staff to
acquire skill and security.
Jacobson, et. al.. loc. cit., pp. 21:9-250.
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7. He provides the program with con^ietent counselors and teachers.^
Christensen list the following points to identify the role of the
administrator in the pupil personnel service:
1. Procurement of facilities.
2. Selection of counselors.
3. Distribution of guidance seirvicss.
U. Dissemination of information (occupational and educational).
5* Arrangement of efficient methods of p\q>il interviews.^
According to Stoops, no matter how outstanding a leader the principal
may be, and how dynamic his staff, there will be times when the develop¬
ment of a guidance program will be most effectively advanced by utilizing
an outside resource person. The principal should be alert to the right
time to bring in such a person.^
According to Itober, two types of organizational patterns emerge as
basic to all others: (1) one in which the principal is responsible for
making policies, and (2) one in which a staff conmittee is responsible
for making policies.^
In order for the first plan to work effectively, the school principal
must have a thorough understanding of the guidance program, its functions,
policies, and oz^anizatlon.^
In order for the second type of pattern to function properly, the
^uii5)hreys and Traxler, loc. cit., p. i4,02.
^Christensen, loc. cit., pp. 11:9-150.
^Stoops, loc. cit», pp. 15-16.
U
Rober, et. al., loc. cit., p. 32.
5
Rober, et. al., loc. cit., pp. 32-33*
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principal mast delegate guidance policymaking to a ccsnmlttee, and actively
accept and sv^port the resulting policies. He should not feel l^t because
he delegates the policy-making function that the guidance policies will
become inconsistent with administrative policies.^
In regard to the principal's role in in-service training, Corey and
IlacKenzle state:
The principal's leadership role in in-service training in
guidance is more indirect and more frequently delegated in
medium-size and large schools. In these schools, there is a
steady trend toward employing specialized school personnel for
paurt-time or full-time services. Because there are more small
schools in the United States than there are medium-size and
large ones, it is still true, that on the whole, the continuous
leadership role remains with the principal, who in turn, may
recognize supplementarv support from the increasing number of
specialized personnel.^
According to Stoops, just as a spark kindles the flame, so does the
Interest and enthusiasm of the person in the leadership role in guidance
and human relations have a stimulating and motivating effect on other
members of the staff. If the principal and the superintendent are guidance-
minded, the stage is set for a successful guidance program.3
^ober, et. al., loc. clt., p. 33*
^Corey and MacKenzie, loc. clt., pp. 9-11
3
Stoops, loc. cit., p. 22.
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Suiomazy of Basic Findings
Prefactory Statement.—The sunmiaiy of the basic findings are presented
here. It seems logical to state that these fitidings have revealedt
1. Ihe responsibilities of a select group of high school principals
in the guidance function.
2. The eoctent of these responsibilities.
3. SoD» of the general reaction of the px*incipals to the guidance
movement and the guidance personnel.
Table 1
1. Number of Courses Taken in Guidance.-The data revealed that 1 or
9 per cent of the pairbicipants has had two to three courses in
guidance, and 10 or 91 per cent of the participants have had one
to two courses in guidance.
Table 2
2. Setting Guidance Policies.-Three or 27.3 per cent of the partici¬
pants accept the responsibility for setting guidance policies,
and $ or U5.5 per cent of the pajrbicipants delegate the policy¬
making function to the counselor, while 3 or 27.3 per cent
delegate the policy-making function to a guidance comnlttee.
Table 3
3. Vetoing of Decisions.-Of the 8 or 73 per cent of the participants
who elected to delegate the guidance policy-making function, U
or 36.ii per cent sometimes veto the decisions of the designated
policymaker, tdiile U or 36.U do not.
Table k
U. formulation of Emphases.-Ei^t or 73 per cent of the participants
have formulated, to a great extent, ^o^ases for the guidance
program, and 3 or 27 per cent have formulated enqphases to some
extent.
Table 5
5. (pinions of the Extent to Uhich the Program Is Essential.-Eleven
or 100 per cent of the participants feel that the guidance program
is con^}letely essential.
Table 6
6, Extent of Satisfaction 'With Progress Made.—Ten or 91 per cent of
the partlelpents were per^elly eetisfied vith the progress
nade by the pn^ram, idiile 1 or 9 per cent of the partici¬
pants eas completely satisfied.
Table 7
7* SslCLufttiiig and Beeising.-Seven or 63*6 per cent of the («rtioi-
paats indicated tiiat they fret^ently eTaluate «a6L revise tlMir
progran to better serve the stadnats^ shUe U or 36.U per cent
seldoB evaluate and revise their program.
. Table 6
■’i'
8^ Providing Financial Aid.—Six or 5h.5 per cent of the participants
indicated that they always attenpt to provide financial aid for
guidance purposes, k5*S per cent indicated that ^ey fre¬
quently attem>t to provide financial aid for guidance purposes.
Table 99.Enrollment.-Five or k$»5 per cent of the participants are
administering schools with enrollments of 1,000 and above
Table 10
10. Counselor-Ptq>il Ratio.-The data smm to reveal that there is no
desirable oounselor-pupU ratio in a large percentage of the
schools under the sopex^slon of the participants.
Thble 11
11. Provision of Records.-Eleven or 100 per cent of the participants
provide, as far as possible, a com^ehensive system of records
for guidaixie purposes.
Table 12
12. Effective Utilisation of Records.-Nine or 81.8 per cent of the
participants m^ce provisions, to a great extent, tor effective
utilisation of records for guidance purposes, and two or 18.2 per
cent of the participaats midcs provisions, to some extent, for
effective utiliaatioe of records for guidance purposes.
Table 13
13. Selection of Ouidanoe Personnel.—Six 6r 54.5 per cent of the
participants li^eated ^t they have always selected gxiidance per¬
sonnel who BMet definite standards of trainii^, and 5 or per
cent indicated that they have selected, wbrever possible, guldaree
personnel who meet definite standards of training.
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Table 11;
lU. Contributiting to Various Guidance Services.•-Five or 1;5.5 per cent
of the participants indicated that thej frequently contribute to the
various guidance services^ and 5 or US>5 per cent occasionally
contribute, idiile 1 or 9 per cent of the participants seldom contri¬
butes to these services.
Table 15
15. Administrative Devices for Pupil Interviews With the Counselor.-
Eleven or 100 per cent of the participants have devised means for
allowing students to have interviews with the counselor.
Table 16
16. Developing Understandings Between Counselor and Other Staff M«abers.-
Eleven or 100 per cent of the participants indicated that they
assume the responsibility for developing mutual understandings
between counselors and other staff metiA>ers as to their respective
functions in dealing with students.
Table 17
17. Provisions for Flexibility in Students' Schedules.-Nine or 31.8 per
cent of the participants always provide for flexibility in students'
schedules due to counseling decisions, and 2 or 18.2 per cent of the
participants indicated that they occasionally provide for this
fleoribillty in students' schedules due to counseling decisions.
Table 18
18. Counselor Visitations.-Five or U5.5 per cent of the participants
indicated that they frequently pemit counselors to visit hojws,
industries, and other community agencies to secure information for
and concerning students.
Table 19
19. Space for Guidance Purposes.-Two or 18.2 per cent of the partici¬
pants indicated that they provide as much space as is necessary for
guidance purposes, and 9 or 81.8 per cent indicated that they pro¬
vide, to some extent, adequate space for gxiidance purposes.
Table 20
20. Utilization of Resource Persons.-Three or 27 per cent of the partici¬
pants frequently seek the aid of outside resoiu'ce persons in regard
to the development of the guidance program, and 8 or 73 per cent
occasionally seek such aid.
Table 21
21. Encouraging In-Service Pireparation in Guidace.-Eleven or 100 per
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cent of the participants indicated that they assume the responsi¬
bility for encoiiraging in-service preparation in guidance for
their staff.
Table 22
22. Methods of Providing In-Service Training.-Ten or 91 per cent of
the participants indicated that in-service training in guidance
is provide for their staff through formal courses, and 1 or 9
per cent indicated that in-service training in gtiddance is pro¬
vided for his staff th3^)ugh workshops and formal courses.
Table 23
23. Designation of Counselor to Serve as Principal.-One or 9 per cent
of the participants has designated the counselor to serve as
principal during his absence, and 10 or 91 per cent of the parti¬
cipants have not designated the counselors to serve as principal
during their absence.
Table 2h
2U. Designation of Counselor to Serve as Substitute Teacher.-One or
9 per cent of the participants indicated that the counselor is
utilized in the substitute teacher capacity in the absence of
other teachers I however, he indicated that this is seldom done.
Ten or 91 per cent of the participants have not designated the
counselor to serve as substitute teachers.
Table 25
23. Providing Equipment and Supplies.-Two or 18.2 per cent of the
participants indicated that they provide all the necessary equip¬
ment and supplies for guidance purposes, and 9 or 81.8 per cent
of the participants indicated that they provide, to some extent,
the necessary equipment and supplies for guidance p\irposes.
Table 26
26. Clerical Workers for Guidance Purposes.-Ten or 91 per cent of the
participants Indicated that they provide clerical workers fOr
guidance purposes, and 1 or 9 per cent indicated that he does not
provide clerical help.
Table 27
27. Opinions of the Philosophy of the Guidance Movement.-Eleven or 100
per cent of the participants indicated that they were of the
opinion that the guidance movement is sound in philosophy.
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Table 28
28. Opinions of the Training of Guidance Personnel.-Five or U5»5 per
cent of the participants were of the opinion that guidance per¬
sonnel was adequately trained to perform its duties to a great
extent, and 6 or per cent were of tiie opinion that guidance
personnel was adequately trained to perform its duties to some
extent.
Table 29
29. Opinion of the Scope of Guidance Services.-There is a diversity
of opinions among the participants as to i^e broadness of the
scope of guidance services. Ctae or 9*1 per cent of the partici¬
pants was of the opinion that guidance services are too broad in
scope to a great extent, while U or 36.14. per cent were of the opinion
that guidance services are too broad in scope to some extent, and
6 or 5U.5 per cent were of the opinion that these services were not
at all too broad in scope.
Conclusions.—The analysis and interpretation of the findings of this
study appear to warrant the following conclusions:
1. That a large percentage of these school administrators delegate the
policy-making function of the guidance program.
2. That these school administrators should be able to successfully
assume their responsibilities in the guidance function, as evidenced
by the fact that they have had training in guidance.
3. That there is among these school administrators, a diversity of
opinions as to the broadness of the scope of guidance services.
l4> 'Riere seems to be no desirable counselor-pupil ratio in a large
percentage of the schools under the supervision of these school
akbninistrators.
0. That these school administrators are aware of the need for guidance
services.
6. That a significant percentage of these school administrators are not
conpletely satisfied with the progress which their guidance program
has made.
7. That these school administrators have formulated enchases for their
guidance prxjgram.
8. That these school administrators atten^t to provide financial aid
for guidance purposes.
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9* That a small percentage of these school administrators do not
frequently evaluate and revise their guidance program.
10. That a large percentage of these school administrators have always
selected guidance personnel idio meet definite standards of traln^
ing.
11. That the school administrators In this study who veto the decisions
of the designated policynaker are justified in doing so.
12. That these school administrators provide, as far as possible, a
ccMqprehensive system of records for guidance purposes;, and they
also provide for effective utilization of these records.
13. That these school administrators encourage in-service training in
guidance.
lU. That these school administrators assume the responsibility for
developing understandings between counselors and other staff
members as to their respective functions in dealing with students.
15. That these school administrators have devised methods so that
students may have interviews with the counselor.
16. That a large percentage of these school administrators frequently
make contributions to the various guidance services.
17. That a large percentage of these school administrators always pro¬
vide for flexibility in students* schedules to facilitate counseling
decisions.
18. That a large percentage of these school administrators provide
clerical help for guidance puzposes.
19. That a small percentage of these school administrators provide all
necessary supplies and equipment for guidance purposes.
20. That a small percentage of these school administrators provide as
much space as is necessary for guidance puzposes.
21. That a significant percentage of these administrators frequently
seek the aid of resource persons in regard to the development of
the guidance program.
22. That these school administrators are of the opinion that the
guidance movement is sound in philosophy.
23. That there is not a trend among these school administrators to
designate the counselor to sezve as principal in their absence,
nor as substitute teachers in the absence of other teachers.
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Implications.—*016 implications that grew out of this research for
educational theory and practice are given below:
1. Ihe data seem to justify the in^llcation that school administrators
should make a conscientious effort to evaluate and revise their
guidance program continuously.
2. That idien a school administrator elects to accept the policy-making
function of the guidance program, he should do so in consultation
with the one or more counselors in his school.
3. That no service in the school can be successful without the
personal support of the school admiid.strator.
h. That there should always be flexibility in students' schedules
to facilitate counseling decisions.
That a properly functioning guidance program is based upon the
presence of adequately trained personnel.
6. That school administrators must develop an inplicit faith in the
integrity and purposes of the guidance personnel.
7. That adequate budget requests must be made to inplement the
guidance program if it is to function properly.
Recommendations.—The analysis and interpretation of the data of this
study seem to warrant the following recommendations:
1. lhat the training in school administration should be constructed
around the development of knowledge and skills in specific tasks
in the vaidous areas of total school administration.
2. lhat the enployDient of guidance personnel should be based upon the
principle of securing those who meet definite standards of training.
3. That school administrators develop an inqjllcit faith in the Integrity
and pvixposes of the gvddance personnel.
U. That school administrators accept the guidance program as an integral
part of the total educational program of their schools.
That school administrators, including school superintendents,
develop the guidance point-of-vlew, and inculcate it into the plans
for their schools.
6. That adequate clerical help be provided for guidance puiposes, in
order that guidance personnel be relieved of as many routines as
possible.
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7* That school adialnlstrators continuously evaluate and revise their
guidance program so that it will better serve the students.
8. That school administrators keep in mind at all times their short¬
comings, and attempt to prove their guidance status.
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APPENDIX A





At the present time I am a student at Atlanta University, idiere
I am studying toward the Master of Arts degree in Education. I am
hopefxil of having this degree conferred to me in August, 1961.
I am presently in the process of conducting a research project
entitled, "A Study of the Relationships of A Selected Group of High
School Principals With the Guidance Program in Their Schools.'* I
would like very much to have you participate in this research pro¬
ject.
Enclosed you will find a questionnaire, designed to solicit your
relationship with your guidance program. Also enclosed is a stair^d,
self-addressed envelope in which you may forward the questionnaire to
me by return mail.






A STUDY OF THE BELATIONSHIPS OF A SELECTED GROUP OF HIGH
SCHOOL PRINCIPALS WITH THE GUIDANCE PROGRAM IN
THEIR SCHOOLS
Directions:
This questionnaire has been designed for the purpose of securing
data concerning your relationship with the gtiidance program in your
school. In answering the questions, please check the appropilate space
with a cross (x)
1. Do 3rou accept the policy-making function of the guidance program, or do
you delegate it to the counselor(s), or to a guidance committee?
( ) Accept
( ) Delegate to the counselor
( ) Delegate to a guidance committee
2. If the policy-making function is delegated, do you ever veto the
decisions of the designated policymaker?
( ) Yes
( ) No
3. If you answered yes to the above question, indicate the reason for the
exercise of the veto,
( ) Conflict in over-rail system policy or understanding
( ) Administrative expediency
( ) Conflict in educational philosophy
( ) Other (Specify)
li. To what extent have you formulated emphases for the guidance program?
( ) To a great extent
( ) To some extent
( ) Not at all
5. Check tdie course(a) that you have had in guidance and counseling.
( ) Basic Principles of Guidance Services
( ) Organization and Administration of Guidance Services
( ) Occiqjational and Other Information for Counselors
( ) Others ’ (Specify)
6. To idiat extent do you consider guidance services essential?
( ) Completely essential
( ) EsseiatiaL to some extent
( ) Notr esSBfftefa^
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?• To oxtant are joa satiaflad with the progress that your guidance
program has made?
( ) Gcoqpletely satisfied
( } FartlaUy satisfied
( ) Hot satisfied
8. TC idiat extent do joa. eontlBaonsXy evaluate your gnidanoe program and








( ) Seldom10.Indicate the enrollment of your school.
( )11.^eeliy the nusdser of counselors la your school.
12. To vhat extent do you {^vide for a ceaqurehensive qystem of records
for guidance purposes?
( ) As far as possible
( ) To some extent
( ) None
13. To shat extent do you maira provisions for effective utilisation of
these records for guidwiee purposes?
( ) To a great extent
— ( ) To some extent
( ) Not at all
lU. To idiat extent have you selseted guidance personnel who meet definite
standards of training?
( ) Always
( ) Hhenevor ]^sslble
} Seldom
} Never
15* Nhat afhnlBlstratlve devices are available for uhieh students may use
to have Intervleira ulth the eot»aelor?
( } Students are released from classes
( ) Students go to the covmselin’ after school
( ) Stttdmits go to the counselor during activity periods
( ) Others (%>ecify)
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l6» To what extent do you contribute to the development of an adequate





( ) Not at all
17 • Do you assum the responsibility for developing a mutual understanding
between counselors and other staff members as to their respective
functions in dealing with students?
( ) Yes
( ) No
13. To what extent do you provide for flexibility in students' schedules




( ) Not at all
19. To what extent do you pemit counselors to visit homes, industries,






20. To what extent is adequate space provided for guidance purposes?
( ) As much as is necessary
( ) To some extent
21. To what extent do you seek the aid of outside resource persons in





22. Do you assume responsibility for encouraging in-service preparation
in guidance to your staff?
( ) Yes
( ) No
23. In idiich of the following ways is in-service training in guidance
provided for your staff?
( ) Fonoal courses
( } Teachers' meetings
( ) Workshops
( ) Spontaneous study groups
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( ) Planned individual consultations
( ) Incidental individual consultations
( ) Others (^ecify)
21;. Is the counselor designated to serve as principal during yovir absence?
( ) Yes
( ) No
25. Is the counselor designated to serve as substitute teacher during
the absence of other teachers?
( ) Yes
( ) No
26. Indicate the number of clerical workers provided for guidance purposes,
and indicate idiether they are full-time, part-time, or student
workers.
Number Full-time Part-time student
TTT- ~n— "T1 TT”
( ) 2 () ( ) ( )
( ) 3 () ( ) ( )
( ) k () ( ) ( )
27. In your opinion, to «hat extent is the guidance movement sound in
philosophy?
( ) To a great extent
( ) To some extent
( ) Not at all
28. In your opinion, to vha.t extent is guidance personnel adequately
trained to perfom its duties?
( } To a great extent
( } To some extent
( ) Not at all
29. To what extent do you feel that guidance services are too broad in
scope?
( ) To a great extent
( ) To some extent
( ) Not at all
